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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let r be an undirected graph with vertex set V(r) and edge set E(r) and let G be a 
subgroup of Aut (r). For each {x, y} E E(r), we denote by G{x, y} the stabilizer of {x, y} in 
G (which mayor may not contain elements exchanging the vertices x and y). For each 
x E V(r) we denote by r(x) the set of vertices adjacent to x, by G(x) the stabilizer of x in G 
and, for each i E N, by Gi(x) the subgroup {a E Gla E G(u) for all u E V(r) with a(x, u) "'" i} 
where a(x, u) denotes the distance from x to u. An s-path (for sEN) is an (s + I)-tuple 
(xo, Xl. .•• , xs ) of vertices such that Xi E r(Xi-l) if 1"", i "'" s and Xi ¥- Xi-Z if 2"", i "'" s. Let 
G(xo, ... , xs ) = G(xo) n··· n G(xs ) and Gi(xo, ... , xs ) = Gi(xo) n· .. n Gi(xs ) for each 
s-path (xo, ... , xs ) and each i E N. If H is any group acting on a set X, we denote by H X the 
permutation group on X induced by H. . 
In [12] we proved the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let n E N, n ;;;. 2. Let r be an undirected connected graph with Ir(x)l;;;. 3 for 
every x E V(r) and let G be a subgroup of Aut (r) such that for each n-path (xo, . .. ,xn) 
(i) GI(Xl. ... , Xn-l) acts transitively on r(xn)-{Xn-l} and 
(ii) GI(xo, Xl) n G(Xo, ... , Xn) = 1. 
Then n =2, 3, 4, 6 or 8. 
We will call a graph fulfilling the hypotheses of Theorem 1 Moufang or, more precisely, 
(G, n)-Moufang. We confine our attention here to the class of finite Moufang graphs. 
Let L be a group of Lie type of rank 2 and let r be the associated generalized n-gon. The 
graph r is (G, n )-Moufang for any subgroup G of Aut (r) containing L (which we may 
identify with a subgroup of Aut {r). These are the Moufang polygons. They are by no 
means the only Moufang graphs, as we pointed out in [12]. It is tempting, however, to 
conjecture that the Moufang polygons, perhaps with certain sporadic exceptions, are in 
some geometrical or group theoretical sense the "primitive" objects in the class of all 
Moufang graphs. We prove two results in this direction. 
THEOREM 2. Let r be a finite (G, n )-Moufang graph with n ;;;. 3 having no vertices x such 
that G(x)r(x)g; 
(a) L z(2) or, if n ;;;. 4, U 3(2), 
(b) L z(3) or U 3 (3) ifn ;;;.4, 
(c) L 2(4) or U 3(4) if n = 6, 
(d) L z(5), U 3(5), L z(9) or U 3(9) if n = 4 or 
(e) L z(7) or U 3(7) if n = 6. 
Let {x, y} be an arbitrary edge of r and let r' denote the subgraph of r induced by the set of 
vertices at a distance of at most n - 1 from x or y. Then there is a group L of Lie type of rank 2 
(more precisely, L = Az(q) ifn = 3, Bz(q), zA 3(q) or 2A4(q) ifn = 4, Gz(q) or 3 D4(q) ifn = 6 
and 2 F4(q) if n = 8 for some prime power q), which we consider as a subgroup of the 
automorphism group of its associated generalized n-gon .1, such that from some subgroup D 
of Aut (.1) containing L and any edge {u, v} of .1, G{x, y} ~ D{u, v}, G(x) ~ D(u) and 
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G ( y) == D (v) or vice versa. Moreover, these isomorphisms are induced by an embedding of r' 
in £1. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose r, G, n, Land £1 are as in Theorem 2. Suppose that 
(iii) For some (n - 2)-path (Xh ... , Xn-l) of r, each non-trivial element of 
GI(Xh ... , Xn-l) fixes only vertices contained in r(XI) U r(X2) if n = 3 or in {u la(Xn/2, u)::;; 
n12} if n ;;;. 4. Suppose too that 
(f) the characteristic of L is 2. 
Then r == £1 and L ,g; G,g; Aut (L). 
To prove Theorem 2, we construct the graph £1 and then use [2] to identify it. First, 
though (Lemma 1 below), we require the results of [4], [5], [7] and [8] to obtain 
information about the possible subconstituents (i.e., the permutation groups G(x {(x) for 
x E Vcr)). The remainder of the proof, however, is largely self-contained except that we 
expect the reader to be at least partly familiar with [12]. Theorem 3 is little more than a 
corollary to Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 is closely related to and in fact a generalization of [13, (1.2)]. (We do not, 
however, expect the reader to be familiar with this result.) Theorem 3 is related to the 
results in [9]; note, however, that for n;;;' 4, condition (iii) does not imply that 
GI(Xb ... , Xn-l) is a TI-subgroup. 
I do not know to what extent the conclusions of Theorems 2 and 3 continue to hold 
without conditions (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f). We mention three examples. 
(1) As was pointed out in [13], there is a subgroup S of Aut (B2(2)) such that the 
generalized 4-gon 1: associated with B 2(2) is (S,3)-Moufang without, however, the 
stabilizer in S of an edge of 1: being isomorphic to a subgroup of the stabilizer in 
Aut (A 2(2)) of an edge of the generalized 3-gon associated to A2(2). 
(2) There is a trivalent (G, 3)-Moufang graph with G = L 2(17) fulfilling condition (iii) of 
Theorem 3 (see [15]). 
(3) If r is the graph with automorphism group J3 described in [1, part II], then r is 
(J3 ,3)-Moufang (with L = A 2(4)), but condition (iii) does not hold (which follows, for 
instance, from the fact that five divides the order of the centralizer of an arbitrary 
involution in J3 ). 
I am very grateful to J. Tits for making various unpublished manuscripts available to me. 
I would like to thank G. Streth for several valuable conversations. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose that rand G fulfill the hypotheses of Theorem 2. For each edge {x, y}, we set 
U(x,y)=(GI(W,x),GI(y,z)lwEr(X) and ZEr(y). The group U(x,y) is normal in 
G(x, y) and, as we have seen in [12], acts regularly on r(x)-{y}. Thus [8, Theorem 1.1] 
applies: For each x eV(r), G(x)r(x)i3L2(q), U3 (q), Sz(q) or R(q) for some prime power q 
(where R(q) denotes a group of Ree type) or G(x{(x) contains a regular normal subgroup. 
To proceed, though, we need to restrict the possibilities further. 
LEMMA 1 
(a) There is a prime p such that U(x, y) is a p-group for each {x, y} E B(r). 
(b) If n = 3, there is a power q of p such that G(x {(x) i3 PGL(2, q) for every x E V(r); if 
p ~ 2, then for every x E VCr), GI(x) is not a p-group. 
(c) If n ;;;. 4, then for each x E V (r) there is a power q of p (depending on x) with q > 3 such 
that G(x)r(x)i3L2(q), U3(q), Sz(q) or R(q) (also depending on x). 
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We prefer to assume this result for the time being; we will return to the proof in Section 4 
after the rest of the proof of Theorem 2 is completed. Note that it turns out that stronger 
statements hold than those contained in Lemma 1; for instance, if n = 3, then for each 
vertex x, G1(x) is not a p-group also when p = 2 (unless r is trivalent). 
It is interesting to note that we do not need to "pair parabolics" as in [2] (except to the 
extent that such information is contained in Lemma 1) but can proceed now directly to the 
construction of A. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2 (CONTINUED) 
For each vertex x, let G(x) denote the largest subgroup of G(x) such that G(x)rcx ),f; 
PGL(2, q), PGU(3, q2), Sz(q) or R(q) for some q. For any two neighbors wand y of x, 
G(w, x, y) n G(x) acts without fixed points (from now on: f.pJ.) and cyclicly on r(x)-
{2, y}; let [(x) denote the index of G 1 (x) in this group. We call an s-path W = (xo, .. . , xs) 
good if the index of G(W) n Gj(Xi) in G(W) n G(Xi) is [(Xi) for 0< i < s where G(W) = 
G(xo, ... ,xs). Note that if r is a Moufang n-gon, the good paths are simply those which 
proceed around a 2n-circuit. 
LEMMA 2. Let W = (xo, . .. ,xs) be an arbitrary path. I[ s:;;; n + 1, then W is good. I[ 
s;;. n + 1 and W is good, then there exists a unique vertex Xs+l E r(xs) such that 
(xo, ... , Xs, X s+l) is a good path. 
PROOF (as in [l3, (2.1)-(2.2)]). We first prove the uniqueness claim in the second 
statement. Suppose that X~+I is a second such vertex. Choose elements a E 
G(xo, ... ,x., Xs+I) n G(xs) and bE G(xo, ... , x., X~+I) n G(xs) both inducing permuta-
tions of order [(xs) on r(xs). Then the commutator subgroup (a, b)' of (a, b) induces a 
non-trivial p-group on r(xs). Since (a, b):;;; G(xo, .. . , xs), we have (a, b)':;;; G(xd n ... n 
G(Xs-I). Thus, if P is a p-Sylow subgroup of (a, b)" then 1 '" P:;;; G 1 (Xl. ... ,Xs-I). By 
condition (ii) in the definition of a Moufang graph (i .e. in the statement of Theorem 1 
above), s:;;; n. 
Since every 1- (and every 2-) path is automaticalfy good and G(W) acts transitively on 
r(xs) - {Xs-I} if s :;;; n, to prove Lemma 2 it now suffices to show that for every s, there exists 
at least one (s + I)-path extending W. We can assume that s;;. 2 and, by induction, that 
there exists an Xs+I E r(xs) such that (Xl. ... ,x., Xs+I) is a good s-path. Choose a p '-
element bs E G(Xl. ... ,Xs+l) n G(xs) inducing a permutation of order [(xs) on r(xs). For 
0< i < s, choose a p'-element bi E G( W) n G(Xi) inducing a permutation of order [(xd on 
r(xd. Since bi is a p' -element for 0 < i :;;; s, bs has at least one fixed point in r(x I) - {X2} and 
bi (for 0 < i < s) at least one in r(xs) - {Xs-I}' It is easily checked that (b l. bs) contains an 
element c such that b~ E G(xo) (where b~ denotes the element cbsc -I). Let as = b~ and 
X~+I = C(Xs+I)' For each i with 0 < i < s there exists an element Ci in (bi, as) such that 
M' E G(X~+I); let ai = M'. Then for 0 < i < s + 1, ai E G(xo, ... , x., X~+l) n G(xd and ai 
induces a permutation of order [(xd on r(xd. 
We are now in a position to construct the graph A. The construction is the same as in [13, 
Section 6], but since it is crucial, we repeat it here. For each vertex x and each i E N, Id 
ri(x) = {u E V(nla(x, u):;;; i}. Note that condition (i) in the definition of a Moufang graph 
implies easily that r contains no circuits of length :;;;2n. Let {x, y} be an arbitrary edge of r. 
We define L1 to be the graph with vertex set r n - I (x) urn -I ( y) whe!"e u and v are defined to 
be adjacent if and only if either 
(a) u or v (or both) lies in r n - 2(X)Urn - 2(y) and u Er(V) or 
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(b) there exists a good (2n -I)-path (xo, ... , X2n- \) with Xo = U, X2n-\ = v and either 
Xn-l = x and Xn = Y or vice versa. 
Let a be any element in G(x) not in G(y). We define a permutation a of V(.a) as 
follows: If U E rn-\(x), we set a(u) = a(u). Otherwise there exists a unique good 2n-path 
(xo, ... , X2n) with Xo = U, Xn - l = y, Xn = x and Xn+l = a -l(y) and we set a(u) = a(X2n)' It is 
straightforward to check using the folIo wing lemma, whose proof we postpone for a 
moment, that a is in Aut (.a). 
LEMMA 3. Let (xo, ... , X2n) be a good 2n-path. Let X~+l Er(Xn)-{Xn-t. Xn+l} be arbi-
trary. Let (xo, ... , Xm X~+l' ... , X;n-l) be the unique good (2n -I)-path extending 
(xo, ... , Xm X~ + l) ' Then (X;n-t. . . . , x~+t. Xm Xn+t. ... , X2n) is also a good (2n -I)-path. 
(We note that Lemma 3 is easily seen to hold if r is a Moufang n-gon, in fact with 2n-l 
replaced by 2n; see the remark following the definition of a good path.) 
If a is contained in G( y) but not in G(x), we can define an element a E Aut (1.1) agreeing 
with a on r n - 1( y) as above. If a E G{x, y}, we define a to be simply the restriction of a to 
V(.a); clearly a E Aut (.a) too. Finally, let D denote the subgroup of Aut (.a) generated by 
the elements a for a E G(x) u G( y) u G{x, y}. Since D(u )A(u) is transitive for u = x and 
y, D acts transitively on E(.a). In particular,.a is a generalized n-gon since it is bipartite and 
{x, y} does not lie on any circuit of length <2n. We claim that .a is (D, n )-Moufang. 
Condition (ii) holds by [12, Theorem 2]. If (xo, ... , xn) is any n-path with {xo, Xl} = {x, y}, 
then G 1(xt. ... , Xn - l) induces a subgroup of DI(xt. ... , Xn-l) acting transitively on 
.a (xo) -{Xl}' Since DE(A) is transitive, condition (i) holds and so.a is in fact (D, n)-Moufang. 
In particular, D fulfills the hypotheses of [2] (see Lemma 1 (a), above). We conclude that.a 
is isomorphic to the generalized n-gon associated with a group L of Lie type of rank 2 
(which we identify with a subgroup of Aut (.a)) and that L ~D. Note that for u = x and 
y, G(u) acts faithfully on rn-l(u), so we may identify G(u) with a subgroup of D(u) 
(containing all the p-Sylow subgroups of L(u)).1t is a property of the groups of Lie type of 
rank 2 that then L(x, y) ~ G(x, y). Thus D is the smallest edge-transitive subgroup of 
Aut (.a) containing G{x, y}and, in particular,D{x, y} = G{x, y}andD(u) = G(u) for u =x 
and y. 
Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 2, it suffices to prove Lemma 3. To do this, we 
assume first the following result. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that p ~ 2 if n = 3 (i.e., pn ~ 6). Let W = (xo, ... , Xn+l) be an 
arbitrary (n + I)-path. Then G(W) n G 1(x;) acts f.p.f. on r(xn) -{xn-t. Xn+l} for 0 < i < n. 
PROOF' OF LEMMA 3. Suppose first that pn = 6. By condition (i), 
(G1(X3, x~), GI(X~, x;» contains an element a mapping (xt. X2) to (X5, X4). By Lemma 1, 
part (b), G1(x, y) is elementary abelian for every edge {x, y}. Since 
[GI(X3,X~),GI(X~,X;)]~GI(X3,X~,x;)=I, a is an involution. Thus a(xt.""X5)= 
(X5, ... , Xl). Since each 4-path has only one extension to a good 5-path, a must exchange 
Xo and X6. Stnce a E GI(X~), we have a(xo, .. . , X3, x~, xs) = (X6, . .. , X3, x~, xs). 
Thus we may assume that pn ~ 6. There exist unique vertices X~+2' ... , X~n-l such that 
(X2m' .. , Xm X~+l' X~+2' . . . , X~n-l) is a good (2n -I)-path. From Lemma 4 we know that 
G(xt.""XmX~+bx~+2)nGl(Xn) acts f.p.f. on r(X~+I)-{XmX~+2}' By Lemma 2, 
G(xt. ... , Xm X~+l' X~+2) ~ G(xo) and thus G(x), . .. , Xn, x~+t. X~+2) n G1(xn) ~ 
G(xo, ... , Xm Xn+l) n G(x~+d ~ G(xo, ... , X2n) n G(x~+d ~ G(X2m' .. , Xm X~+l) ~ 
G(X~+2). It follows that X~+2 = X~+2' Repeated application of this argument yields the 
desired result. 
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To prove Lemma 4, we assume in turn one further result. A new definition is required: 
For each vertex x, let e(x) = (q -l)/(q -1, 2) if G(x)r(x) f3L2(q), e(x) = (l-l)/(q + 1,3) 
if G(x{(x)f3 U 3(q) and e(x) = q -1 if G(x)r(x)f3Sz(q) or R(q). (Thus f(x)/e(x) divides 
(q -1,2) if G(x)r(x)f3L2(q),f(x)/e(x) divides (q + 1, 3) if G(x{(x)f3 U 3(q) and e(x) = f(x) 
otherwise.) 
LEMM'<\ 5. Suppose n ~4. Let m = n/2. Then there exists a vertex u such thatG1(u) is not 
a p-group and a vertex x such that Gm(x) #-1. Moreover, if Gm(x) #-1 and 
(a) if n = 4 or 8 and G(x {(x) f3 L 2(q), for some q, then G 1 (x) is not a p-group; 
(b) if n = 6 and G( y {(y) f3L2(q) for some y E rex) and some q, then G 1 (y) contains an 
element inducing a permutation on r(x) of order e(x). 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. The reader should compare what follows with the "principle of 
induction" formulated in [10, part I, Lemma 8]. It clearly suffices to prove that for any 
(n + I)-path (xo, ... ,Xn+1), G1(xo) 11 G(Xh ... , Xn+1) acts f.pJ. on r(Xi) - {Xi-h Xi+1} for 
0< i < n. We prove this claim first under the assumption that G 1 (xo) is not a p-group and 
then for arbitrary (n + I)-paths. 
By Lemmas 1 and 5, we can choose a good path W = (xo, ... ,xt ) with t > 0 and Xo = Xt 
(we will read the subscripts modulo t) such that G 1(xo) is not a p-group. Let H = 
G1(xo) 11 G(xo, . .. , Xn+1) = G 1 (xo) 11 G( W). Since for every vertex x, lrex )1-1 is a power 
of p, clearly H #- 1. We have [H, U(xo, ... , xn)] ~ G1(xo) 11 U(xo, ... , xn) = 1 (where 
U(xo, ... ,xn) denotes G1(Xh . .. ,Xn-1); see [12]) which implies that H ~ G1(xn) too. Let 
d ~ n be the smallest positive integer such that H has at least three fixed points in r(Xd). 
Out object is to show that d = n. We will show first that d divides n. 
By the choice of d, the subgroup of U(Xd,"" Xn+d) centralized by H, 
i.e., CU(Xd ..... Xn+d) (H), is non-trivial. Therefore H has at least three fixed points in 
reXn+d)' Since H ~ G1(xn), we have [H, U(xn. ... , X2n)] = 1. Let a be a non-trivial 
element in U(xn.' .. ,X2n) and x: = a(xi) for d ~ i ~ n -1. Then 
H ~ G(x~, ... , X ~-h xn, Xn+h ... ,Xn+d) and C U(Xd ..... X~-loXn>Xn+lo .... Xn+d) (H) #- 1 so that 
H fixes at least three vertices in r(x~) too. Thus C U(Xd ..... X~-loXn.Xn-l ..... Xn-d) (H) #- 1 so 
that H fixes at least three vertices in r(Xn-d). Thus we can find a non-trivial 
element b in U(Xn-d, ... , X2n-d) with [b, H] = 1 and so H ~ 
G(b(xo), ... , b(Xn-d-1), Xn-d, Xn-d-h ... ,xn). At this point, it should be clear that H fixes 
at least three vertices in (in fact, all of) reb (xo)) and hence in r(xn-2d) too. Continuing in 
this fashion, we conclude that d in fact divides n. Moreover, we have Ic U(Xid ..... Xid+n) (H)I = 
ICU(Xjd ..... Xjd+n) (H)I if i-j is even. In particular, H~G1(X2d)I1G(W) and so (since both 
groups have the same order, being conjugate in G) H = G1(X2d) 11 G(W). 
Let t denote the graph whose vertices are the vertices u of r such that H fixes u and at 
least three neighbors of u and whose edges are those pairs {u, v} of such vertices with 
a(u, v) = d. Let I be the connected component of t containing the vertex Xo and let S be 
the subgroup of Ca(H)/ H mapping I to itself. We claim that if d < n, then I is 
(S, n/ d) -Moufang. Since C U(Xi, .... Xi+n) (H) is contained in S (up to isomorphism) for all 
multiples i of d, condition (i) holds. The pre-image S1 (xo, Xd) 11 S(xo, Xd, ... , xn) in G is 
contained in G1(xo)I1G(W)=H, i.e., S1(XO,Xd)I1S(XO,Xd,".,Xn)=1. Similarly, 
S1(Xd, X2d) 11 S(Xd, X2d, ... , Xd+n) = 1 (see the last comment in the previous paragraph) so 
that condition (ii) holds too. 
Suppose H;t; G1(Xd). Then we have H 11 G(Xd);t; G1(Xd) since H is normal in G(W) and 
G( W) 11 G(Xd) contains an element inducing a permutation of order f(xd) on reXd)' Since 
H has at least three fixed points in r(Xd), we must have G(Xd{(xd) f3 U 3(q) or R (q) for 
some prime power q and S(Xd)~(Xd)f3L2(q). By Lemma 1 there are no vertices x such that 
G(x)r(x) ~ R(3). Since in conditions (a)-(e) for every L 2(q) excluded, U 3(q) is excluded too 
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(except for U 3(2) when n = 3, but Lemma 1, part (b), takes care of this case), I and S fulfill 
conditions (a)-(e). 
By condition (ii), we know that H~ Gt(Xt) . Thus if d = 1, II(xI)I<r(xt)l . It follows 
therefore by induction on n and on the valencies of the vertices that if I and S fulfill the 
hypotheses of Theorem 2 (i.e., if nl d -;;:. 3), then St(xo) n S(xo, Xd, ... ,xn) acts f.p.f. on 
I(Xd)-{XO, X2d} (condition (c) is needed here) which implies that H acts f.p.f. on 
r(Xd)-{Xd-h Xd+l} after all, a contradiction. 
Suppose therefore that nld = 2. Let A = (Sl(w)lw E I(Xd» . We have [SleW), SI(Xd)]";;; 
Sl(W." Xd) = 1 for every WE I(Xd) and thus [A, Sl(Xd)] = 1. The group An S(xo) n S(X2d) 
contains a p'-element b acting f.p.f. on I(Xd) - {xo, X2d}. The element b must fix some 
vertex in I(XO)-{Xd}. Since [b,Sl(Xd)],,;;;[A,Sl(Xd)]=1 and St(Xd) acts transitively on 
I(xo) -{Xd}, we have bE Sl(XO). It follows again that H acts f.p.f. on r(Xd) -{Xd-h Xd+l} 
after all. With this contradiction, we conclude that nl d = 1, i.e., d = n, as claimed. 
It remains to show that Gl(uo) n G(uo, ... , Un+l) acts f.p.f. on r(Uj) - {Uj-h Uj+ t} for 
0< i < n, (uo, ... , Un+l) an arbitrary (n + I)-path. It suffices to show that G t (Xl) (and hence 
Gl(u) for arbitrary u) is not a p-group since we can then repeat the argument just used to 
show that d = n. By Lemma 1, we may suppose that n -;;:. 4. Choose a p'-element c 
contained in H but not in G l (X2). Let a be an element in G(XI) exchanging Xo and X2. If 
c E G(Xt) then, since G(Xl) n G(xo) n G(X2) acts cyclicly on r(Xl), there exists an integer j 
relatively prime to the order of c such that aca-lciEGl (Xl) . Since aca-t EGl (X2), 
aca-lcie G l(X2). Thus Gl(Xl) is not a p-group. 
We are thus reduced to the situation that H n G(Xl) induces a p-group on r(X2). Since 
H n G(x 1) ~ G( W) and G( W) n G(X2) contains an element inducing a permutation of 
order {(X2) on r(X2), we have H n G(Xt)";;; G l (X2). Let h be a p'-element in G( W) n G(Xl) 
inducing a permutation of order {(xt> on r(Xt). In G(X2, X3, X4{ (x,) there is no element of 
order greater than {(X3) (which equals {(Xl» and every element of order {(X3) is in 
G(X3{(x,). We may assume that h induces a permutation of order [(X3) on r(X3) since 
otherwise some non-trivial power of h lies in G l (X3). Since [h, H n G(Xl)]";;; 
G(W) n Gt(xo, XI) = 1, we conclude that H n G(Xt)";;; G(X3). It follows that H n G(Xt)";;; 
Gt(Xj) for every even i and H n G(Xt)";;; G(Xj) for every odd i. 
Now let t denote the graph whose vertices are the vertices U of r such that H n G(Xt)";;; 
G l (u) and whose edges are those pairs {u, v} of such vertices with a(u, v) = 2. Let I be the 
connected component of t containing the vertex Xo, let S be the subgroup of Aut (t) 
induced by ea(H n G(Xt» and let S be the subgroup of S mapping I to itself. We claim 
that I is (S, m)-Moufang (where, as before, m = nI2). Since U(Xj, ... ,Xj+n) is contained 
in S (up to isomorphism) for even i, condition (i) holds. To verify condition (ii), it suffices to 
show that Gl(xo)n G l(x2)n G(W),,;;; G t (X4). Since Gl(uo)nG(uo, ... , un)";;; Gt(un) for 
every n-path (uo, ... , un), this certainly holds if n = 4. Suppose n -;;:. 6 and let K = 
G I (xo) n G t (X2) n G( W). Let u be an arbitrary vertex in r(X2) - {XI, X3} and let v be the 
uniquely determined vertex such that (v, u, X2, X3, ... , Xn+2) is a good (n + 2)-path. Since 
K,,;;; G(u, X2, X3, ... , Xn+2), we have K,,;;; G(v) too. Thus K,,;;; 
Gl(xn) n G(x", Xn-h ... , X2, U, v),,;;; Gt(v) and so K,,;;; Gl(v) n G(v, u, X2, XI. ... , X4-n)";;; 
G l (X4-n). Hence K ,,;;; G l (X4-n) n G(X4- n, XS-m ... , X4)";;; G l (X4). Thus I is in fact (S, m)-
Moufang. 
The group S acts transitively on V(I). By induction, it follows that if m -;;:. 3, i.e. if n -;;:. 6, 
then S(u )1:(u) f.;L2(q) for some q and every u E V(I) (and thus G(xo{(xo) f.;L2(q ». If 
1,,;;; i < m then Sl(XO) contains an element inducing a permutation on I(X2j) of order k 
where k = e(xo) if n = 4 (see the argument used in the case nl d = 2 above), k = 
(q -1)/(q -1,3) if n = 6 and k = q -1 if n = 8. Hence H contains an element a inducing a 
permutation on r(X2j) of order k. Let Ir(Xl)1 = 1 + pN. Since H n G(Xt)";;; G t (X2;), k 
divides IHI H n G(xt)1 and so k divides N. Let q = pM where G(xo)r(xo) f.;L2(q), U3(q), 
Sz(q) or R(q). 
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Suppose that n = 4 or 8. If n = 8, then G(xo)r(xo) i3L2(q) and we may assume by 
Lemma 5 that G 4(xo) ¥-1. We set VI = (G4(u)lu E r(Xl» if n = 8 and VI = 
{a E OpG(xl)l[a, OpG(Xl)';:; G 2(Xl)} (where OpG(Xl) = OpGl(Xl) = U(Xo, Xl, X2» if n = 4. 
In both cases, I vII divides p2M+N. Let N = Vd<PVl and let K be the centralizer 
of V in G(Xl). If K ~ G l (Xl), then K contains a p'-element b not contained in 
G(xo). By [6, (5.1.4)], b centralizes VI. If n=8, we have G 4(xo)';:; 
U(X-4, ... , XO, Xl. b(xo), ... , b(X-4» = 1, a contradiction. If n = 4, then either 
Gl(xo, Xl), Gl(xo, Xl)' or Gl(xo, Xl)" is contained in VI but not in Gl(b(xo», again a 
contradiction. We conclude that K,;:; Gl(Xl) and so IG(XI)r(Xt)1 and in particular 1 + pN 
divides the order of the group induced by G(Xl) on V and hence the order of the general 
linear group on V over GF(p). By [16, p. 283], we have I vi ~ p2N unless perhaps pN = 8. 
It follows that 2N,;:; 2M + N, i.e., N,;:; 2M. Since k ,;:; N, we have k ,;:; 2M. This is possible 
only if (condition (d) is needed here) q = 4, k = 3 and since kiN';:; 2M, pN = 8 after all. 
Let a be an element of H inducing a permutation on r(Xn -2) of order k. From k = N = 3 
it follows that G(Xl{(Xt ) i3L2(8) and that the element a has at least three fixed 
points in r(XI). Choose vertices UO, ... , Un -2 with Un-2 e {X-l. Xl} such that 
(uo, ... , Un -2, XO, Xl. ... ,xn) is a good (2n -l)-path. Since a fixes (Un -2, Xo, Xl. ... , xn), a 
fixes (uo, ... , Un-2, Xo, Xl)' Since a has at least three fixed points in r(XI), the centralizer of 
a in U(uo, ... , Un-2, Xo, Xl) = U(UO, ... , Un-2, XO, X-I) is non-trivial. It follows that a has 
at least three fixed points in r(X-l) and hence at least three fixed points in r(Xn-l) too. 
Thus there exists a non-trivial element b E U(Xn-l. ... , X2n-l) commuting with a. Let c be 
an arbitrary non-trivial element in U(xo, ... , xn). Since a commutes with band c, a 
commutes with [b, c] which lies in U(Xn-2, . .. , Xn+l) but not in G l (Xn-2). Let d be the 
unique element in U(Xn -2, ... , X2n-2) such that [b, c]d E G l (Xn-2). Then [b, c ]d a = 
([b, c]dt E G l (Xn-2t = G l (Xn -2) too. Since a normalizes U(Xn -2, . .. ,X2n-2), a central-
izes d which contradicts the fact that a, inducing a permutation of order k on r(Xn -2), acts 
f.p.f. on r(Xn -2) - {Xn -3, Xn-l}. 
Consider finally the case n = 6. Again, let a be an element of H inducing a permutation 
on r(Xn-2) = r(X4) of order k where now k = (q -l)/(q -1,3) (and, we recall, 
G(xo{(xo)i3L2(q». By Lemma 5, we may assume that H contains an element b inducing a 
permutation of order e(xl) on r(Xl). We must have b E G(Xl) and so bE G l (X4). If there 
exists an i such that ab i has at least three fixed points in r(Xl), we obtain a contradiction as 
in the previous paragraph. Thus we may assume that there is no such i. It follows that 
G(Xl{(X t ) i3L2(r) for some odd r. But in this case, there exists a j such that a 2 bi has at least 
three fixed points in r(Xl)' Again we obtain a contradiction since, by conditions (c) and' (e), 
k>2. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 4, we need only prove Lemma 5. We do this now. 
Suppose first that Gm(x) ¥-1 for some vertex x. Let (xo, ... ,xm) be an arbitrary m-path 
with Xo = x. Since Gm(x) oQ U(Xo, Xl), we have Gm(x) nZU(xo, Xl) ¥- 1 (where ZU(xo, Xl) 
denotes the center of U(xo, Xl». By condition (ii), Gm(x) acts faithfully on r(xm). Since 
Gm(x)nZU(xO,Xl)oQG(XO,""xm) and G(xo, ... ,xm)nG(xm) contains an element 
inducing a permutation of order f(xm) on r(xm), we conclude that (Gm(x)n 
ZU(xo, XI»r(x m ) = Z(U(Xm-l. xm{(xm ). Let (Yo, Yl. ... , Ym) be an arbitrary m-path with 
Yo=X but Yl¥-Xl. Since [Gm(x)nZU(xO,Xl),U(Ym,""Yl.XO,""xm)]';:; 
U(Ym,' .. , Yl. Xo, .•. , xm) n Gl(xm) = 1, we have (Gm(x) nZU(xo, Xl»r(Y m ),;:; 
Z(U(Ym-l. Ym{(Y m ). It follows that Gm(x)nZU(xo, Xl)';:; Gm(x)nZU(yo, Yl). Thus 
Gm(x)nZU(xo, Xl)';:;ZU(X, y) for every vertex Y Er(X). 
In < U(x, y)1 Y E r(x» n G(xo, ... ,Xm) we can find a p' -element a inducing a permu-
tation of order e(x) on r(x). Since a is centralized by Gm(x) nZU(xo, Xl) and fixes some 
vertex in r(xm) -{Xm-l}, we have a E Gl(xm) if G(xm{(xm ) i3L2(q) or Sz(q), a q +l E Gl(xm ) 
if G(xm{(xm)i3 U 3(q) and a 2E Gl(xm ) if G(xm {(xm)i3R(q) for some q. (In particular, 
a E Gl(xm) if G(xm{(xm ) i3L2(q) and so e(x) divides the order of the permutation which a 
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induces on F(Xm-1) since G 1(xm-l. xm) is a p-group; this proves parts (a) and (b).) Since 
e(x) > 1 and e(x) > 2 if p = 3, we conclude that G 1(xm) contains some non-trivial power of 
a except perhaps when G(xm)r(xm ) g; U3(q) and e(x) divides q + 1. By conditions (a) and 
(b), it follows thatf(xo) <f(xm). (We note that the case q = 3 and G(xo)r(xo) G;L2(9), which 
is ruled out by condition (b), could also be eliminated by considering the action of G(X1) on 
G 2(X1).) But G(xo, ... , xm ) contains a pi-element inducing a permutation of order f(xm ) 
on F(xm), some non-trivial power of which thus lies in G 1(xo). 
To conclude the proof of Lemma 5, we need to show that in fact Gm(x)~ 1 for some 
vertex x. For n = 8, this was shown in [12, p. 264]. For n = 6, we borrow an idea from an 
unpublished manuscript of J. Tits. Let (xo, Xl. X2, ... ) be an arbitrary path in r. We claim 
first that ZU(Xi, Xi+l. Xi+2) n U(Xi-2, ... , Xi+4) ~ 1 for some i. To show this, we proceed as 
in the proof of [11, (3.16)]. Choose i, j and k with j<i<k<j+6 such that X= 
ZU(Xk, ... , Xj+6) n U(Xi, ... , Xi+6) is non-trivial and such that k - j is maximal under this 
condition. (Since U(Xl. ... , X7) is a p-group, ZU(Xl. ... , x,) ~ 1. Since 
[U(Xl. . .. ,X7), U(xo, ... ,X6)]";; U(xo, . .. , X7) = 1 and [U(Xl. ... , X7), U(X2, . .. ,xs)] = 
1 too, such i, j and k actually exist.) We must show that i - j and k - i ~ 2. Suppose first that 
i - j = 1. Let Y = [X, U(Xj-1, ... , Xj+s)]. We have Y ~ 1 since otherwise we could replace j 
by j -1. Moreover, Y = [X, U(Xi-2, ... , Xi+4)]";; [U(Xi' ... , Xi+6), U(Xi-2, ... , Xi+4)]";; 
U(Xi-l. ... ,Xi+s). In particular, Y centralizes U(Xj-l. ... , Xj+s). Since U(Xj-l. ... ,Xj+s) 
normalizes and X centralizes U(Xko ... , Xj+6), Y centralizes U(Xko ... , Xj+6). Since 
<U(Xj-l. ... , Xj+s), U(Xk, ... ,Xj+6» = U(Xko . .. ,Xj+s), we have 1 ~ Y ,,;;ZU(Xko ... , Xj+s) 
n G(Xi-lo ... ,Xi+S) which contradicts the choice of i, j and k. We obtain the same 
contradiction if k - i = 1 and so the claim is proven. 
Thus we may suppose, say, that ZU(xs, X6, X7) n U(X3, ... , X9) ~ 1; we denote this 
subgroup by B. We have B,,;; G 2(xs) n G 2(X7) since [B, U(xs, X6, X7)] = 1. If 
[B, U(X6, ... , xn)] (which we denote by C) is trivial, we conclude that B,,;; G 3(X6). Thus 
we may suppose that C~1. We have C,,;;[U(X3, ... ,X9),U(X6, ... ,Xn)],,;; 
U(xs, ... ,XlO). Moreover, U(X6, ... , X12) normalizes U(xs, X6, X7) and so c,,;; 
ZU(xs, X6, X7). Thus c,,;; G 2(xs) since [C, U(xs, ... ,xs)] = 1 and so c,,;; G 2(u) for every 
U E F(X7) - {X6} since [C, U(xs, ... , X7)] = 1. Let (uo, ... , U6) be an arbitrary 6-path with 
Us = X6. If a E ZU(xs, X6, X7), then 1 ~ U(uo, ... , U6)";; U(uo, ... , U4, a(u3), . .. , a(uo». 
By condition (ii), (uo, ... , U4, a (U3), ... , a (uo» cannot be an 8-path, i.e., U3 = a (U3). It 
follows that ZU(xs, X6, X7)";; G 2(X6). Therefore C,,;; G 2(X6) and so c";; G 3(X7). 
Finally, suppose that n = 4. Let (xo, ... ,X6) be an arbitrary 6-path. We show first that 
[U(X2, ... , X6), U(X2, ... , X6)]";; G 2(X4), mimicking the proof of [3, (11.4.d)]. Let a and b 
be any two elements in U(X2, ... ,X6) and let e be an arbitrary element of U(xo, ... ,X4). 
Let h = eb -1e -1 bE U(Xlo ... , xs). Then [a, h] E [U(Xlo ... , xs), U(X2, ... , X6)] = 1 and so 
[a, b] = [a, bCh] = abcha -\bCh )-1 = [a, bC] E [G(e(xs», G 1(e(xs))]";; G1 (c(xs». Since e is 
an arbitrary element of U(xo, ... , X4) and U(xo, ... , X4) acts transitively on F(X4) - {X3}, it 
follows that in fact [a, b] E G 2 (X4). 
Now suppose that G 2(x) = 1 for every vertex x. It follows by the previous paragraph that 
U(uo, ... , U4) is abelian for every 4-path (uo, ... , U4). In particular, Lemma 1 implies that 
for each vertex x, G(x )r(x) G;L2(q) (where q may depend on x). Again, let (xo, ... , X6) be 
our arbitrary 6-path. We know thatZU(x, y),,;; G 1(x, y) for every edge {x, y} (see the proof 
of [12, Lemma 5]). If ZU(X3, X4) ~ G 1 (X2), then ZU(X3, X4) acts transitively on F(X2) - {X3} 
since ZU(X3, X4) :QG(Xlo ... , X4) and G(Xlo ... , X4) n G(X2) contains an element inducing 
a permutation of order f(X2) on F(X2). Since [U(xo, ... , X4), ZU(X3, X4)] = 1, 
U(xo, ... , X4) = G 2(X2) = 1, a contradiction. It follows that ZU(X3, X4)";; G 1(X2). 
Since ZU(X3, X4):QG(X3, X4) and G(X3, X4) acts transitively on F(X3) - {X4}, we 
have ZU(X3, X4)";; G 2(X3) = 1. With this contradiction, the proof of Lemma 5 is 
concluded. 
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4. THE PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 2, it remains only to prove Lemma 1. We begin with 
part (a). (We note that part (a) would be an easy consequence of [8, Theorem 1.1] if it 
weren't for the possibility that some subconstituent contains a regular normal subgroup; in 
our proof of part (a), which proceeds along the lines used in [14], we do not require [8, 
Theorem 1.1].) 
Let {x, y} be an arbitrary edge. Since, by [12, Lemma 4], ZU(x, y) is non-trivial, there 
exists a prime p such that OpG(x, y) is non-trivial. We will show that G 1(x, y) is a p-group 
from which it follows that U (x, y) is one too. Suppose that OpG(x, y) ~ G 1 (u) for u = x or 
y. Since G 1(u) ~G(u) and OpG(x, y) n G 1(u) = OpG1(u), we have OpG(x, y) = 
OpG1(u) ~G(u). Since r is connected, (G(x), G(y) acts transitively on E(r). We 
conclude that OpG(x, y) ~ G 1 (v) for v = x or y. 
Choose a vertex WEr(V) and an element aEOpG(x,y) not in G(w). Let M= 
OPG1(v, w) and N=Ma. Then N~Gl(V) and MN is a subgroup of G 1(v)n 
M· OpG(x, y). Thus N·~MN and IMNI divides 1M· OpG(x, y)1 = INI . r for some power r 
of p. It follows that M/ M n N is a p-group. Since OP M = M, we conclude that M = Nand 
thus M ~(G(w, v), G(a(w), v). Since G(v)r(v) is 2-transitive, we have 
(G(w, v), G(a(w), v) = G(v). Thus OPG1(x, y) ~G(v). 
We may suppose that v =x. Since OPG1(x, y)~ G 1(w, x, y), we have OPG1(x, y) = 1 if 
n =3. We may thus suppose that n ~4. Since G 1(x, y) acts regularly on r(w)-{x} and 
OPG1(x, y) ~ G 1 (w), we have that IF( w)1 = q + 1 for some power q of p. Then IF( y)1 = 
q + 1 too and so I U(xo, ... , xn)1 = q where (xo, ... , xn) is an arbitrary n-path with Xn-l = x 
and Xn = y. Since U(xo, ... , Xn)~ U(Xlo ... , xn)~·· . ~ U(xn-z, Xn-lo xn)~G(x, y), we 
have U(xo, ... , xn) ~ OpG(x, y). Thus OpG(x, y) ~ G 1 (y). Repeating the argument 
of the previous paragraph, we conclude that OPG1(x, y)~G(y). Thus 
OPG1(x, y) ~(G(x), G(y) and so OPG1(x, y) = 1. 
We turn now to the proof of part (b), proceeding as in [10, part I, Lemma 10(i)]. We have 
n = 3. Let (xo, ... , X6) be an arbitrary 6-path. Since IF(xo)l-l = I U(xo, ... , x3)1 = 
IF(x3)I-l and every vertex lies in the same G-orbit as Xo or X3 (or both), IF(x)1 is 
independent of the vertex x. Let az be an arbitrary non-trivial element in U(xz, ... , xs). 
The map which sends a to [az, a] is an isomorphism from U(xo, ... , X3) to U(Xl, ... , x"4). 
Let a be an arbitrary non-trivial element in U(xo, ... , X3). There exist elements band c in 
U(X3, ... , X6) such that ab(xz) = X4 and ca(x4) = xz; letd = cab. Since d maps (xz, X3) to 
(X4' X3), we have U(Xlo ... , X4)d = U(xz, ... ,xs). Since b(xs) = Xs and [az, c] E 
[U(xz, ... ,xs), U(X3, ... , X6)] = 1, we have d-1azd(xs) = b -1 a -Ie -1 azcab(xs) = 
b -1 az(a;-1 a-I aza )(Xs) = b -1 az[a;-\ a -1](XS) = b -1 az[az, a ](xs). Since [az, a ](xs) lies in 
F(X4), it is fixed by both band az. It follows that d-1a2d[a2, ar1 E 
U(Xlo ... , X4) n G(xs) = 1, i.e., a2 = [a2, a ]d. Since a is arbitrary, we conclude that 
G(X2, X3, X4) acts transitively on U(Xlo ... , X4)*, the set of non-trivial elements in 
U(Xlo ... , X4). Hence G(X4)r(x4 ) is 3-transitive which, by [8, Theorem 1.1], implies that 
G(X4(X4)~PGL(2, q) for some power q of p. Thus G(x )r(x)~PGL(2, q) for every 
vertex x. 
Let p be odd. We may assume, replacing (xo, ... , X6) by another 6-path if necessary, that 
G(xo, ... ,X6) n G(xo) contains an involution h (where G(x) is defined as before). If 
hE G 1(xo) then [h, U(xo, ... , X3)] = 1, so hE G 1(X3) too which implies that for every 
x E V(r), IG1(x)1 is even. Suppose, therefore, that he G 1(xo). We have hE G(X3) since h 
acts f.p.f. on U(xo, .. . ,X3)*. If he G(Xi) for i = 1 and 2, then we can find non-trivial 
elements bE G(X2, ... , xs) and c E U(Xlo ... , X4) commuting with h. Moreover, there is an 
element a E U(xo, ... , X3) such that [a, b]=c. We have c =c k =[a, bt =[a\ b]= 
[a -\ b] = C -1 which is impossible. Thus hE G(x;) for i = 1 or 2. If hE G(Xl) then 
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[a,bt=[ah,bh]=[a-t,b-1]=[a,b] for every aEU(xt, ... ,X4) and every bE 
U(X3, ... , X6) which implies that hE G 1(X2) and hence hE G1(xs) too. If hE G(X2), we 
have hE G1(Xl) n G 1(X4) analogously. 
We turn finally to part (c) where we have n ;:.: 4. We suppose first that for some vertex x, 
G(x(x) contains a regular normal subgroup. By part (a), lr(x)1 is either a Fermat prime, 
one greater than a Mersenne prime or 9; in any event, G(x)rtx ) is solvable. For each 
y E r(x), we have G(x) ~Gl(X) ~ G 1(x, y) where G 1(x, y) is ap-group and G 1(X)/G 1(x, y) 
isomorphic to a subgroup of G(x, y ((y) which is solvable in every case. Thus G(x) is 
solvable. Let V = OpG(x)/tPOpG(x) (we point out that Op(G(x)rtx » = 1 and so OpG(x) = 
OpG1(x)) and let K be the kernel of the action of G(x) on V. We have OpG(x) ~K :QG(x). 
If K ~ G 1(x), then K contains ap'-element a moving some vertex y E r(x). By [6, (5.1.4)], 
a acts trivially on OpG(x). Since Gl(X,y)~OpG(x), we have Gl(X,y)=Gl(x,a(y))~ 
G 1(a(y» which contradicts condition (i). It follows that K ~ G 1(x). 
Let (xo, ... , X2n) be an arbitrary 2n-path with Xn = x. Let y = Xn+l. If 
OpG(x)#K, we have Krty) ~ U(x, y)rty) and so K acts non-trivially 
on OpG(xlmod (G1(x, y), tPU(xt, ... , Xn+l»' This implies, however, that K acts non-
trivially on V which contradicts the definition of K. It follows that K = OpG(x). In 
particular, Op(G(x)/K) = 1. 
Thus [7, Theorem B] applies. Recall that 1 U (xo, ... , xn)1 is either a Mersenne 
prime, one less than a Fermat prime or eight; in all three cases, U(xo, ... , xn) 
is cyclic (see condition (a». Let a be a generator. Since K ~ G 1(x), (a) acts faithfully 
on V. Let (X -1)' be the minimal polynomial of a on V. 
We have [a, OpG(x)]~[U(xo, ... , xn), U(xn-t. xn, Xn+l)]~ U(Xn-2,"" Xn+l) 
and [U(xo, ... , xn), U(Xh ... , Xn+l)] ~ U(Xi-t, ... , Xn+l) for 1 ~ i ~ n - 2. It follows that 
r ~ n -1. Hence, by [7, Theorem B] (and conditions (a) and (b), we have either 
(A) n = 4, 1 U(xo, . .. , x4)1 = 4 and r = 3. 
(B) n = 8, IU(xo, ... , xs)1 = 8 and 6~r~7, 
(C) n =8, IU(xo, ... ,xs)I=7 and r=7 or 
(D) n ;:.:6, IU(xo, ... , xn)1 = 4 and 3 ~ r~4. 
Moreover, in cases (A) and (B), a 3- or 7-Sylow subgroup of G(x) must be non-abelian. 
Since in both cases, G 1 (x, y) is a 2-group, this is possible only if G( y )rty) f3L 2 (q), U3(q) or 
Sz(q) for some power q of two, q >2. In particular, G(x, y, Xn+2) acts f.p.f. on r(y)-
{x, Xn +2}' The proof of Lemma 2 above shows easily that we may assume, substituting the 
2n-path (xo, ... , X2n) by another if necessary, that G(xo, ... , X2n) contains an element d; 
acting f.p.f. on r(Xi) -{Xi-I. X;+1} for i odd, 1 ~ i ~ 2n -1. We have d; E G 1(Xj) for j even, 
2 ~ j ~ 2n - 2. It follows that dn+ 1 centralizes [U (xo, ... , xn), U (X2, ... , Xn +2)] which is 
contained in U(X}, . .. , Xn+l)' Since dn+1 acts f.p.f. on r(Xn+l)-{Xm Xn +2}, we conclude 
that [U(xo, ... , xn), U(X2, ... , Xn+2)] = 1 and hence [U(xo, ... , xn), U(X2, ... , Xn +l)] = 1 
since [U (xo, ... , xn), U (x t, . • • , Xn + 1)] = 1 in any event. This implies that r ~ n - 2. Thus 
we have case (B) with r = 6. But then for every a E U(xo, . .. , xs) and every bE 
U(X4, ... ,X12) there exists a unique element C E U(X3, ... ,xu) such that [a, b]c E 
U(X2, . .. ,X9). Since d3 centralizes a and b and normalizes U(X3,"" xu) and 
U(X2, . .. ,X9), d3 must centralize c too which implies that c = 1. Hence 
[U(xo, . .. , xs), U(X4,"" X9)]~ U(X2,"" X9) ' It follows that r~5, a contradiction. 
We suppose next that case (C) holds. Suppose G(x, y, XlO) (and hence, we may assume, 
G(xo, ... ,XlO)tOO) contains a 7'-element d such that d 3 acts f.p.f. on r(y) -{x, XlO}. Since 
d 3 lies in G 1(xs) n G 1(XlO), we conclude as in the previous paragraph that 
[U(xo, ... , xs), U(X2, ... , XlO)] is trivial and hence r ~ 6, a contradiction. It follows that 
either G( y ((y) == L 2(7) or G( y)rty) contains a regular normal subgroup of order 8 too; in 
neither case does 16 divide IG(y)1 so that SL(2, 7) is not involved in G(y) (nor in G(x). 
We obtain a contradiction now using [4, (1.4)]: Let a be an arbitrary element in 07,G(X). 
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For each WE r(x), we have G 1(w, x) = G 1(a(w), x) since [07'G(x), G 1(x, w)],,;;; 
[07'G(x), 07G(X)] = 1 and thus a E G( w) by condition (i). Hence a E G 1 (x). Now let w be 
an arbitrary vertex in r(x)-{y}. Since a centralizes G 1(w, x) and G 1(w, x)r(y ) is self-
centralizing in G(x, y(Yl, we have a E G 1(y). It follows that 07'G(x) = 1. Thus by [4, 
(1.4)], we have ZJ07G(x, y)~G(x). The same argument yields, however, that 
ZJ07G(X,y)~G(y) too. Thus ZJ07G(x,y)=1 although I~Gl(X,y),,;;;07G(X,y), a 
contradiction. 
We conclude that case (D) holds, i.e., that G(x( x) =:=Sz(2). For every such vertex u, we 
set G(u) = G(u) and f(u) = 1; for other vertices u, we define G(u) and f(u) as before. We 
can then define a good path as before and the proof of Lemma 2 is easily modified to show 
that an arbitrary good s-path (xo, ... , xs) can be extended to a good (s + I)-path 
(xo, ... ,x., Xs+l) and that G(xo, ... , xs)";;; G(xo, ... ,x., Xs+l) for every good (s + 1)-
path (xo, .•. , x., Xs+l) with s ~ n + 1. Thus, setting H = G(xo, . .. , Xn+l) = 
G 1 (xo) n G(xo, .. . , Xn+l), we can define d, S and I just as in the proof of Lemma 4 above. 
We have S(u)I(u)=:=Sz(2) for every UE V(I) and d,,;;;2, i.e., n/d~3. Let {u,v} be an 
arbitrary edge of I. Since the normalizer of SI(U, v) in S(w), w = u or v, is S(u, v), the 
centralizer of Sl(W) is contained in SI(W), Thus [5, Theorem B] yields three non-trivial 
characteristic subgroups AI, A2 and A3 of S(u, v) such that S(w) = Ns(wiA i) . Ns(w)(A j ) 
for W = u and v and 1,,;;; i < j ,,;;; 3. This yields a contradiction since none of the A i can be 
normal in both S(u) and S(v). 
It remains only to consider the case that n ~4 and for some vertex x, G(x(x)=:=R(3). 
For every such vertex x, we set G(x) = G(x) and f(x) = 2; for other vertices x, we define 
G(x) and f(x) as before. Again, we can define a good path as before. Setting H = 
G(xo, ... , Xn+l), (xo, ... , Xn+l) and arbitrary (n + I)-path, we can again define d, S and I 
just as in the proof of Lemma 4 above. We have S(U)I(u) =:=L2(3) for every u E V(I) and 
d,,;;; 2. Exactly as before, we conclude that SI(U, v) = 1 for every {u, v} E E(I) using [4, 
(1.4)]. But I is (S, n/ d)-Moufang so n/ d = 2 and thus n = 4. 
To conclude the proof of Lemma 1, we show that for any 4-path (xo, ... , X4), 
U(xo, . . . ,X4) (and therefore U(xo, XI)r(xo) is of class at most 2 which contradicts the 
assumption that G(x )r(x) =:= R (3) for some vertex x. As we showed at the end of the proof of 
Lemma 5 above, [U(xo, ... , X4), U(xo, ... , X4)]";;; G2(X2). Thus it suffices to show that 
[G2(X2), U(xo, ... ,X4)] = 1. We follow the proof of [3, (l1.4.e)]. Extend (xo, ... ,X4) to a 
7-path (xo, ... , X7). Let a E G2(X2) and bE U(xo, . .. ,X4) be arbitrary. Let c be any 
non-trivial element in U(X3,' .. , X7). We have bC E U(c(xo), C(XI), c(X2), X3, X4)";;; G(X2) 
and thus [a,b C],,;;;G2(x2)nG1(c(x2»=1. Let d=bcb- l=[c,b]; we have dE 
[U(xo, . .. , X4), U(X3, ... ,X7)]";;; U(X2,' .. ,xs). It follows that [a, b] = 1 since 1 = 
[a, bC]=[a, db]=[a, d]· [a, bt and [a, d]E[G2(X2), U(X2,"" xs)],,;;;G2(x2)n 
G 1(X4) = 1. 
5. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let rand G fulfill the hypotheses of Theorem 3. For each (It + I)-path (xo, ... , Xn+l) 
there is a unique shortest good continuation (xo, ... ,Xn+I. Xn +2, ... , XI) with Xo = XI' The 
number t does not, of course, depend on the choice of (xo, ... , Xn+l)' Let H = 
G1(xo)n G(XI.' ... , Xn+l). We now know (by Theorem 2) thatH,,;;; G1(xn) but thatH acts 
f.pJ. on r(Xi) - {Xi-I. Xi+l} for 0 < i < n. This implies that n divides t. In particular, t is even 
if n ~ 4. We assume for the moment that t is even when n = 3 too. 
Let (xo, ... , X2n-l) be a good (2n -I)-path and let a be an involution in U(xo, ... , xn ). 
By Lemma 3 above, W = (X2n-I. X2n-2, ... ,x"' a(xn+l), ... , a(X2n-I» is a good 2(n -1)-
path. Since 2(n -1) ~ n + 1, W determines a good t-circuit C. Since a reverses W, a reflects 
C. In particular, a fixes the vertex y, say, opposite Xn on C. By condition (iii), a(xn , y),,;;; n. If 
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t > 2n, there must be a path (Yo, Ylo ... , Yk) for some k ~ n with Yo and Yk on C but not YI. 
The group G(W) contains an element b not fixing YI. Since G(W) fixes Yo and Yk, 
(Yk, Yk-lo ... , Yo, b(YI), ... , b(Yk)) is a closed 2k-path. It follows from condition (i) and 
the existence of a closed path of length at most 2n that r is a generalised n-gon (so that 
t = 2n after all) and thus r = .1. 
It remains only to show that t is even when n = 3. Suppose, therefore, that n = 3 but that 
t is odd. The involution a must then exchange the vertices u and v, say, of the edge {u, v} 
opposite X3 on C. Let X = U(u, v). By Theorem 2, ICx(a)1 = Ixl l / 2 or Ixll/3. By condition 
(iii), we have Cx(a) ~ G{Xlo xz}. Thus Cx(a) n G(Xlo X2) contains an involution since, by 
condition (a), Ixi > 8. Again by condition (iii), it follows that Xl or X2 E r(u) U r(v) since 
every involution in X is conjugate in G to a. But then a cannot exchange u and v after all. 
With this contradiction, the proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
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